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ABSTRACT
Recommender system is a popular tool to accurately and actively
provide users with potentially interesting information. For cap-
turing the users’ preferences and approximating the missing data,
matrix completion and approximation are widely adopted. Except
for the typical low-rank factorization-based methods, the additive
co-clustering approach (ACCAMS) is recently proposed to suc-
cinctly approximate large-scale rating matrix. Although ACCAMS
e�ciently produces e�ective recommendation result, it still su�ers
from the cold-start problem. To address this issue, we propose a
Social In�uence Additive Co-Clustering method (SIACC) by mak-
ing use of user-item rating data and user-user social relations.

�e main idea of SIACC is to extract the social in�uences from
the social network, integrate them to additive co-clustering for ef-
fectively determining the user clusters and item clusters, minimize
the loss error by back��ing the residuals of data approximation in
the previous iteration, and �nally improve the recommendation per-
formance. In order to take advantage of social in�uence, we present
a graph-regularized weighted-Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (gwFCM)
to cluster users. gwFCM has ability to identify user groups from
both rating and social information. Speci�cally, gwFCMmakes sure
that a pair of users have similar cluster membership if they have
direct social relation (denoted as local social in�uence), and that
the user with higher reputation (denoted as global social in�uence)
plays a dominate role in clustering process. �e reasonable user
clusters obtained by gwFCM can bene�t the item clustering, which
will leverage the additive co-clustering processing and further im-
prove the recommendation performance. A series of experiments
on three real-world datasets have shown that SIACC outperforms
the existing popular recommendation methods (PMF and ACCAMS)
and social recommendation methods (SoReg, TrustMF, Locabal and
SPF), especially on the cold-start users recommendation and run-
ning time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As an indispensable technique to tackle the information overload
problem, recommender system is nowadays ubiquitous in various
domains and e-commerce platforms. It aims to provide the online
users with the potentially interesting information, such as recom-
mendation of products at Amazon, books/movies/musics at Douban,
research articles at CiteULike and etc. A high quality recommenda-
tion system can not only capture users’ individualized preferences,
but also increase both satisfaction for users and revenue for content
providers.

Among the existing recommendation methods, matrix approx-
imation techniques, including low-rank matrix factorization and
additive co-clustering, are widely adopted in the academia and the
industry. �e low-rankmatrix factorization is a typical model-based
collaborative �ltering approach [1], which is relatively simple and
e�ective. �is kind of methods a�empt to automatically predict the
interest of users through matrix factorization [2, 21]. Even though
these methods have promising results, they are faced with twomain
challenges: cold-start and computation complexity. When there are
a large amount of users or items, they have to incur the cost of latent
factor identi�cation from the high-dimension matrix. Furthermore,
these methods can not provide satisfactory recommendations for
cold-start users or cold-start items.

In order to improve the performance on cold-start users, re-
searchers have demonstrated that recommendation models with
the aid of social relations can provide be�er recommendations.
�is kind of recommendation is based on the social rationale, i.e.,
the user’s interest is a�ected by his/her connected neighbors. To
date, a series of matrix factorization based social recommendation
methods have been proposed by taking available social relations
as constraints to design models. For example, the social relations
are employed to adjust the latent user factor [6, 14] and latent user
preference [5] respectively, or determine the user latent factor by
simultaneously factorizing user-user social matrix and user-item
rating matrix [8, 15, 23, 27, 28]. Although these methods take ad-
vantage of the social relations to improve the recommendation
accuracy, the additional social information makes the model more
complicated and slows down the recommendation process, i.e.,
their computational complexity increases with the increasing size
of users and items.
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For handling large-scale user-item rating data, Beutel et al. [3]
recently proposed an additive co-clustering model to succinctly
approximate the rating matrix (ACCAMS). ACCAMS takes linear
combinations of co-clusterings to encode the factorial nature of
large-scale matrix without incurring the cost of high-dimension
matrix factorization. ACCAMS has been theoretically and empir-
ically proved e�cient, however, it only considers the preference
matrix and still su�ers from cold-start problem. �erefore, in this
work, we present a Social In�uence Additive Co-Clustering method
(SIACC) by making use of user-item rating data and social relations
among users to improve the prediction quality and speed up the
recommendation process.

�e main idea of SIACC is to integrate the social in�uence to
the ACCAMS. Firstly, the global and local social in�uence of users
are extracted from social network. Global social in�uence indicates
the reputation of each user in the whole social network. Local
social in�uence reveals the correlations between users and their
neighborhoods in the social network. Secondly, a graph-regularized
weighted fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (gwFCM) is proposed
to identify the user clusters and the corresponding cluster centers.
In gwFCM, the local social in�uence is used to constraint the user
cluster membership via a graph regularizer term so that a pair of
users obtain similar cluster memberships if they have local social
in�uence. �e global social in�uence of each user is used to weight
data ��ing term so that the user with higher reputation plays
a dominate role in clustering process. �irdly, the item clusters
are identi�ed by applying k-means (KM) clustering algorithm on
the user cluster centers. Following ACCAMS, SIACC iteratively
applies gwFCM and KM to minimizing the approximation error by
back��ing the residuals of the data approximation in the previous
iteration.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. �e related work
about matrix approximation-based recommendation systems is
discussed in Section 2. Section 3 gives the proposed SIACC recom-
mendation framework for rating matrix approximation, including
the new user clustering algorithm (gwFCM) which exploits both
rating data and social in�uence. In Section 4, we give the details of
experiments on three real-world datasets and discuss the results.
Finally, a brief conclusion and future work are given in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Before reviewing the matrix approximation techniques for recom-
mendation systems, we �rst introduce notations used in this paper.
Suppose there are n users andm items. Let R =

[
Ri j

]
n×m

denote
the user-item rating matrix. If the i-th user gives a rating to the j-th
item, Ri j is the rating score, otherwise Ri j = 0. Users can establish
social relations to each other. �e unknown cell set in R is denoted
as Ω, i.e., the values of RΩ have to be predicted. Let A = [Aiz ]n×n
denote the user-user social relations where Aiz = 1 if the i-th and
z-th users have social relation, otherwise Aiz = 0. Next, we will
discuss the popular matrix factorization and additive co-clustering
recommendation approaches.

2.1 Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization (MF) techniques have been widely employed
for recommendation systems [2, 10, 21, 22]. �e basic idea of these

approaches is employing low-rank matrix factorization on the rat-
ing matrix R to identify the user factor and item factor, which can
be implemented by solving the following optimization problem,

min 1
2

( ∑
Ri j,0

(Ri j − hi
Tbj )

2 + λ(‖H ‖2F + ‖B‖
2
F )

)
. (1)

where H = [h1,h2, · · · ,hn] ∈ Rr×n with hi indicating the i-th user
in the latent space, B = [b1,b2, · · · ,bm] ∈ Rr×m with bj indicating
the j-th item, and r is the number of features in the latent space.
�en, the incomplete rating matrix R can be approximated by HT B,
and the unknown component Ri j can be estimated by hTi bj .

�e MF-based recommendation methods usually assume that
users are independent and identically distributed, which ignores
the connection among users. Meanwhile, they can not provide
satisfactory recommendations to the users having few or no rating
information. Recently, more and more researchers investigated the
social recommendation based on the social rationale, i.e., the user’s
social neighbors can a�ect his/her preference. �e main idea is to
integrate the social relations into the MF model via two strategies.
�e �rst strategy mainly factorizes the rating matrix and adjusts the
latent user factor (H ) [6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16] or latent user preference [5]
by his/her neighbors. �e second strategy simultaneously factorizes
rating matrix and social matrix to identify the latent user/item
factor (H ) [15, 23, 27, 28]. Even though these methods improve the
prediction quality, the social relation information makes the models
more complicated and aggravates the computational complexity of
model training process.

2.2 Additive Co-Clustering
Recently, Beutel et al. [3] presented an additive co-clustering model
to approximate the rating matrix succinctly (ACCAMS). To predict
the missing values of rating matrix R, ACCAMS aims to iteratively
learn s stencils

{
S (T l ,cl ,dl )

}s
l=1 and approximate R via

min
{T l ,c l ,d l }


R −

s∑
l=1

S
(
T l ,cl ,dl

)

2

F

(2)

In the l-th iteration, cl ∈ {1, ...kn }n is a user-cluster index vector,
dl ∈ {1, ...km }m is a item-cluster index vector, kn is the number of
user clusters, and km for item clusters. �e user and item clusters
are determined by applying k-means on the l-th input data Rl ,
where Rl+1 = Rl − Sl (with R1 = R) as follows.

min
n∑
i=1

kn∑
k=1

Uik
R

l
i · − Xk ·


2
2 (3)

whereX = [Xk j ] ∈ Rkn×m withXk · is the center of the k-th cluster,
U = [Uik ] ∈ Rn×kn (s.t. Uik ∈ {0,1},

∑kn
k=1Uik = 1 ∀i) is the

user cluster membership matrix, Uik = 1 denotes that the i-th
user belongs to the k-th cluster, otherwise Uik = 0. In this case,
user-cluster index vector cl can be identi�ed by

cli =
{
k |Uik = 1} ,i = 1, ...n. (4)

Similarly, the item clusters and dl can be identi�ed by applying
k-means on the user cluster centers X . �e template T l ∈ Rkn×km
is generated according to cl , dl and the input data Rl , so that T lpq
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Figure 1: �e Framework of SIACC Recommendation.

is the mean of {Rli j |c
l
i = p,d

l
j = q}. Finally, the rating that the i-th

user gives to the j-th item can be predicted by ∑s
l=1 S (T

l ,cl ,dl )i j =∑s
l=1T

l
pq .

Although ACCAMS has been proved e�cient and e�ective for
recommendation, it still has some drawbacks. Firstly, each user is
required to have a distinct membership to one single cluster because
of k-means, however, ambiguity may exist in real world datasets,
thus it is necessary to allow each user have memberships in all clus-
ters. Secondly, only the sparse user-item preference information
is used in ACCAMS, which results in cold-start problem like the
classical MF model. In order to solve these problems, we will pro-
pose a new social in�uence additive co-clustering recommendation
framework (SIACC) to make use of both user preference informa-
tion and user social information, and e�ciently approximate the
incomplete user-item rating matrix.

3 THE PROPOSED SIACC
RECOMMENDATION METHOD

�e key step of ACCAMS is to get the user and item clusters, so that
users in the same cluster are likely to share similar tastes. Although
the user-item rating data can provide some preference clues to �nd
the user clusters, it is limited due to its sparsity. �e booming online
social networking websites, as complementary resources, o�er
more opportunities to mine the correlations between users. In social
network, social relations are established according to the users’ trust
of one another. Such social relations include two perspectives: local
and global. From the local view, according to social correlation
theories [17, 19], the user correlations indicate that users who have
direct social relations usually share similar tastes with each other.
From the global view [18], the user correlations indicate that the
users with higher reputation in social network, to a large extent,
in�uence other users’ decision when they seek suggestions. In

literatures, more and more researches focus on exploiting such
correlations to improve the performance of recommendation [23],
but most of them focus on local social correlations [6, 8, 9, 13, 14,
16, 27, 28].

In this section, we will present a social in�uence additive co-
clustering recommendation framework (SIACC) as shown in Figure
1. It aims to integrate the global and local user correlations into
additive co-clustering for e�ciently approximate the incomplete
rating matrix. SIACC is an iterative matrix approximation process
including three parts: user clusters generation (gwFCM-UC), item
clusters generation (kM-IC), and stencil generation (SG), which will
be described next.

3.1 User Cluster Generation (gwFCM-UC)
In real applications, one user may have various tastes. For example,
a young person may like soap opera as well as war movie. Similarly,
in social network A (as shown in Figure 1), the user u5 may belong
to the le� social community as well as the right community. �us,
ambiguity really exists in the user’s cluster membership. Given the
input data Rl in the l-th iteration, for capturing such ambiguity, we
adopt fuzzy c-means [7] instead of k-means as the base clustering
method to �nd the user clusters by minimizing

n∑
i=1

kn∑
k=1

U
β
ik

R
l
i · − Xk ·


2
2 (5)

Here β > 1 is the fuzzy factor, and its value is set as 2 following [7].
X ∈ Rkn×m is the user cluster center set, U ∈ Rn×kn (s.t., Uik ∈
[0,1], ∑kn

k=1Uik = 1,∀i) is the user cluster membership matrix with
componentUik indicating the probability that the i-th user belongs
to the k-th cluster.

According to social in�uence theory[18], the global perspective
of social relation reveals the reputation of a user in the whole
social network, the user with high reputation usually has a greater
in�uence. In other words, user reputation plays an important role
in recommendation just like celebrity e�ect [23]. Following [20],
the reputation of each user can be calculated via

ωi =
1

1 + loд(ri )
, (6)

where ri ∈ [1,n] donates the the i-th user’s reputation rank which
can be obtained by the most popular algorithm (e.g., PageRank).
For example, ri = 1 indicates that the i-th user has the highest rep-
utation in the whole social network, then its reputation ωi should
have the largest value. In this case, we can weight each user when
determining the user clusters by minimizing

n∑
i=1

kn∑
k=1

ωiU
2
ik

R
l
i · − Xk ·


2
2 , (7)

having the same constraints with (5). �is weighted FCM has
ability to let the users with higher reputation dominate the whole
clustering process.

Meanwhile, social correlation theories[17] indicate that users
with similar tastes are more likely to be socially connected. In other
words, users with stronger social correlations are more likely to
share similar interests than those who have weak or no correlations.
Researchers have shown that exploiting such direct social relations
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among connected users can improve the recommendation quality [6,
8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 23, 27]. Following [26], such social relation strength
(denoted as Q ∈ Rn×n ) can be measured via the user preference
cosine similarity as follows.

Qiz =



∑
j Ri jRz j√∑

j R2
i j

√∑
j R2

z j

ui connected with uz , i.e., Aiz = 1,

0 otherwise i.e., Aiz = 0.
(8)

Recall the weighted fuzzy c-means model (7), it outputs a cluster
membership vector for each user, then we can enforce the local
social correlations on the cluster membership vectors of the corre-
sponding pair of users (the i-th and z-th users) via minimizing∑

i,z
Qiz ‖Ui · −Uz ·‖

2
2 (9)

�is term is also called graph regularizer [4]. Minimizing this term
can make the user memberships have the similar local structure
with that demonstrated in the social relation strength Q .

By combining (7) and (9), the user clusters can be identi�ed by
integrating global and local social in�uence into fuzzy c-means by
minimizing

Ju =
n∑
i=1

kn∑
k=1

ωiU
2
ik

R
l
i · − Xk ·


2
2

+ λ
∑
i,z

Qiz ‖Ui · −Uz ·‖
2
2

(10)

s.t:

Uik ∈ [0,1],∀i,k ;
kn∑
k=1

Uik = 1,∀i . (11)

where the parameter λ is introduced to control the contributions of
rating information and social in�uence to user clustering process,
which can be tuned via cross-validation technique. We call this
model as graph-regularized and weighted FCM (gwFCM).

Minimizing (10) is a constrained optimization problem, which
can be solved using Lagrange Multiplier Method. Its Lagrange
function is

Ju =
n∑
i=1

kn∑
k=1

ωiU
2
ik

R
l
i · − Xk ·


2

+ λ
∑
i,z

Qiz ‖Ui · −Uz ·‖
2 + ηi

*.
,

kn∑
k=1

Uik − 1
+/
-

(12)

where ηi is Lagrange Multiplier.
�e local minimum about U and X is the point where the �rst-

order derivative is 0 as follows.

∂Ju
∂Xk j

= −2
n∑
i=1

ωiU
2
ik

(
Rli j − Xk j

)
= 0 (13)

∂Ju
∂Uik

= 2ωiUik
R

l
i · − Xk ·


2
2

+ 2λ
∑
z

Qiz (Uik −Uzk ) + ηi = 0
(14)

By substituting ηi , we can get the iterative formula for updating
Xk j andUik :

Xk j =

∑n
i=1 ωiR

l
i jU

2
ik∑n

i=1 ωiU
2
ik

(15)

Uik =

∑k
c=1 ωi

R
l
i · − Xc ·


2
2 + λ

∑
z QizUzk

ωi
R

l
i · − Xk ·


2
2 + λ

∑
z Qiz

(16)

Once having the user cluster membership U , the user cluster
index vector cl can be determined by

cli = p, where p = argmax
k

{
Uik

}kn
k=1 . (17)

3.2 Item Cluster Generation (KM-IC)
�e set of user cluster centers (X ∈ Rkn×m ), to some extent, repre-
sents the current rating matrix Rl in a high level. �us, for the sake
of computational simplicity, we apply k-means on the user cluster
centers X instead of the original data Rl to �nd the item clusters
by minimizing

min
m∑
j=1

km∑
k=1

Vjk
X ·j − Y·k


2
2 (18)

s.t.

Vjk ∈ {0,1},∀j,k ;
km∑
k=1

Vjk = 1,∀j .

Here Y ∈ Rkn×km is the item cluster center set, V ∈ Rm×km is the
user cluster indicator matrix with component Vjk = 1 if the j-th
item belongs to the k-th cluster, otherwiseVjk = 0. In this case, we
can determine the item cluster index vector dl by

dlj = q, where Vjq = 1. (19)

3.3 Stencil Generation (SG)
Following [3], we can generate the stencil S (T l ,cl ,dl ) according to
cl , dl and the input data Rl . More speci�cally, the template T l is a
kn × km matrix, and its (p,q)-th cell value is calculated by

T lpq =mean
{
Rli j |c

l
i = p,d

l
j = q

}
(20)

�en the stencil S ∈ Rn×m can be identi�ed via
S

(
T l ,cl ,dl

)
i j
= T l

c li d
l
j
. (21)

For each iteration, a�er obtaining the stencil S (T l ,cl ,dl ), we can
calculate the residual between the input data Rl and the stencil,
which is used as the input data for the next co-clustering iteration,
i.e.,

Rl+1 = Rl − S
(
T l ,cl ,dl

)
. (22)

3.4 SIACC Recommendation
By iteratively co-clustering the residual between input data and
the corresponding stencil, we can minimize the loss between the
original rating matrix R and the linear-combination of all sten-
cils. In other words, the user-item rating matrix R can be well
approximated by the linear-combination of stencils and then do
recommendation. �e process of stencil generation will be repeated
until the stopping condition is satis�ed, as shown in Algorithm
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1. �e linear combination of stencils can be taken as an additive

Algorithm 1 SIACC Recommendation Method
Require: Rating matrix R with n users and m items, social net-
work A, number of user clusters kn , number of item clusters km ,
number of stencils s , set of unknown cells Ω.
Compute the reputation ωi for each user via (6) based on A;
Compute social relation strength matrixQ via (8) based onA and
R;
Set R1 = R, R̂Ω = 0;
for l = 1 to s do

Compute user-cluster index vector cl and user cluster centers
X from Rl and Q via (17) and (15);
Compute item-cluster index vector dl from X via (19);
for p,q ∈ {1, ...kn } × {1, ...km } do
Calculate the template T lpq using (20);

end for
Fill in the stencil S

(
T l ,cl ,dl

)
via (21);

Rl+1 ← Rl − S
(
T l ,cl ,dl

)
;

R̂Ω = R̂Ω + S
(
T l ,cl ,dl

)
Ω
.

end for
Output the predicated values R̂Ω on unknown cells.

model of co-clustering on both users and items.
�e space complexity of the proposed SIACC framework depends

on the size of stencil. Its cost includes storing user-cluster index
vector c , item-cluster index vector d and templateT , and �nally has
a upper bound (n log2 kn+m log2 km+32knkm ) bits [3]. Comparing
with the MF-based model with 32(n +m)r bits (the value of each
user/item on each latent feature is recorded as a �oat with 32 bits),
SIACC needs fewer space because in real application the number
of latent features r is usually larger than the clusters 32 log2 kn and
32 log2 km .

For running time, the main computation complexity of SIACC is
to iteratively �nd c , d and template T . In each iteration, the time
of updating c is O

(
(nnz (R) + nnz (Q ))kn

)
, the time of updating d

is O (mknkm ), the time of updating T is O (knkm ), thus the total
computation complexity is O

(
s (nnz (R) + nnz (Q ) +mkm )kn

)
with

s stencils. Comparing with the MF-based social recommendation
model (e.g., Locabal [23]) with O

(
t (nnz (R) + nnz (Q )) r

)
(t is the

number of iterations), SIACC is much faster because in real applica-
tion r is usually larger than kn and km , and t is much greater than
s . In next section, we will demonstrate the computation complexity
using a series of experiments.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will demonstrate the e�ect of parameters on
SIACC, and the recommendation performance of the proposed
SIACC by comparing it with four popular existing recommendation
methods on three real-world datasets.

4.1 Dataset
In order to su�ciently validate the performance of SIACC, we
consider the recommendation data including social information

among users such as Ciao1, Epinions2, and Douban3 which are
usually used in literatures. �e preference/rating scores in these
three datasets are in �ve levels (from 1 to 5). �e relations in the �rst
two datasets are recorded in a who-trust-whom social network, i.e.,
a directed trust network, while in Douban, the relations are from
friendship between users, i.e., they are recorded in a undirected
network. In the experiments, we ignore the e�ect of direction, i.e.,
all social networks are considered as undirected networks. �e
details of three datasets are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that
both rating matrix and social network are sparse, which exacerbates
the di�culties of recommendation.

Table 1: Summary of experimental datasets

Ciao Epinions Duban
] users (n) 7,375 49,290 129,490
] items (m) 106,797 139,738 58,541
] ratings 284,086 664,824 16,830,839
] relations 111,781 487,183 1,692,952
rating density 0.036% 0.010% 0.222%
social density 0.2055% 0.0201% 0.0202%

Five-fold cross-validation technique is used for training and
testing. Specially, each data set is randomly split into �ve equal
sized subsets, four subsets are used as the training set and the le�
one as testing set in each fold. Five folds are conducted to ensure
all subsets are tested, and the average test performance is recorded
as the �nal results.

4.2 Methodology
To comparatively demonstrate the performance of our method, the
classical matrix factorization-based collaborative �ltering method
(PMF) [21] and the additive co-clustering model (ACCAMS) [3] are
taken as baselines which only consider rating information to do
recommendation. Since SIACC takes both rating and social infor-
mation into account, it can be taken as social recommendation. �e
existing social recommendation methods can be roughly divided
into two categories according to the usage of social information,
thus four representative methods (two from each category) are
used as baselines to compare SIACC. Among them SoReg [16] and
SPF[5] employ the social relations to adjust the latent user fac-
tors. TrustMF[28] and Locabal [23] simultaneously factorize social
matrix and rating matrix to learn the common latent user factor.

�e optimal experimental se�ings for all methods are determined
either by experiments or suggested by previous works. In the
PMF, SoReg, and Locabal, the number of features in latent space
is 10 for three datasets. �e regularization parameter on latent
factors is 0.001 for Douban, and 0.1 for Ciao and Epinions for these
three methods. �e parameter to control the contribution of social
information is set to 1 in SoReg and Locabal. For ACCAMS, we
tuned its parameters including number of user clusters kn , number
of item clusters km and number of stencils s .

1h�p://www.jiliang.xyz/trust.html
2h�p://www.trustlet.org/downloaded epinions.html
3h�ps://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/irwin.king.new/pub/data/douban
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(a) Ciao (b) Epinions (c) Douban

Figure 2: E�ect of parameter λ on SIACC for (a) Ciao, (b) Epinions and (c) Douban datasets in terms of RMSE and MAE.

Table 2: Comparisons of di�erent recommendation methods from two views (All Users and Cold-Start (CS) Users).

Datasets Metrics PMF SoReg TrustMF Locabal SPF ACCAMS SIACC

A
ll
U
se
rs

Ciao MAE 0.8256 0.7964 0.7650 0.7561 0.7658 0.8084 0.7554
RMSE 1.1310 1.0919 1.0309 1.0214 1.0330 1.0615 1.0138

Epinions MAE 1.1206 1.0506 1.0369 0.9374 1.0225 0.8971 0.8515
RMSE 1.3654 1.3034 1.2859 1.1548 1.2489 1.1701 1.1115

Douban MAE 0.6230 0.6163 0.5931 0.5757 0.5976 0.5818 0.5679
RMSE 0.7699 0.7636 0.7340 0.7190 0.7373 0.7309 0.7183

C
S
U
se
rs

Ciao MAE 0.9343 0.9179 0.8493 0.8296 0.8593 0.7965 0.7394
RMSE 1.1876 1.1548 1.0852 1.0774 1.0879 1.0441 1.0221

Epinions MAE 1.3508 1.2525 1.2459 1.0877 1.1062 0.9445 0.8856
RMSE 1.4477 1.3492 1.3357 1.2651 1.2961 1.2207 1.1971

Douban MAE 0.8433 0.7952 0.7245 0.7244 0.7373 0.6570 0.6389
RMSE 1.0239 0.9789 0.8881 0.8836 0.9180 0.8344 0.8323

In order to validate the prediction quality, two well known eval-
uation metrics, Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) and Mean Absolute
Error(MAE), are adopted in experiments, which are de�ned by:

RMSE =

√
1
|Ω |

∑
i,j

(Ri j − R̂i j )2 (23)

MAE =
1
|Ω |

∑
i,j

���Ri j − R̂i j
��� (24)

where Ω is the unknown cells set and |Ω | is the number of test
ratings. Ri j is the true rating value that the i-th user gave to the
j-th item in testing data. R̂i j is the predicted value from di�er-
ent methods. �e smaller RMSE and MAE values indicate be�er
recommendation result.

4.3 Results and Discussion
In the proposed SIACC method, there are four parameters to tune,
including λ in (10) to trade o� the contribution of rating information
and social information on user clustering, and three parameters to
generate the stencil (number of user clusters kn , number of item
clusters km and number of stencils s). �us, the �rst experiments
are conducted to test the e�ects of these parameters. �en a series
of experiments are conducted to compare SIACC with the existing
four methods on recommendation quality and running time.

4.3.1 E�ect of parameter λ: Figure 2 shows the e�ect of reg-
ularizer parameter λ on three datasets. �e results demonstrate
that SIACC performs be�er as λ increases, reaches the best value
at round λ = 0.001 for three datasets, and then decreases in per-
formance as λ grows larger. We believe this is because a smaller
λ can not e�ciently make use of the social information to deter-
mine the user clusters, while a larger λ may ignore the importance
of preference information, thus decreasing the e�cacy of the rec-
ommendation. �ese results con�rm that social information is
helpful to cluster users and further improve the recommendation
performance.

4.3.2 E�ect of parameters k and s : For the sake of simplicity, we
set kn = km = k in experiments following [3]. �e e�ect of both k
and s on SIACC is shown in Figure 3 for two sparse datasets (Ciao
and Epinions). From Figure 3, it can be seen that the performance
is destroyed when s is large, the main reason is that more stencils
will over�t the training data. Meanwhile, we �nd that SIACC is
relatively stable under varying k when �xing s . �us, small k is
enough to approximate the rating matrix.

4.3.3 Comparing with existing methods: In order to deep investi-
gate the performance of recommendation, we compare SIACC with
the baselines from two views. First, All Users view indicates that
all ratings of unknown set Ω as the testing set. Second, Cold-start
Users (CS Users) view means that the users who rate less than �ve
items will be involved in the testing set. �e best results are marked
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(a) Ciao-RMSE (b) Ciao-MAE

(c) Epinions-RMSE (d) Epinions-MAE

Figure 3: E�ect of parameters k = kn = km and s on SIACC
for Ciao and Epinions datasets in terms of RMSE and MAE.

in bold as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that SIACC consistently
outperforms the baselines. In the �rst category of social recommen-
dation methods, SPF is be�er than SoReg. In the second category,
Locabal outperforms TrustMF, which means that considering both
local and global social in�uence is more useful than only consider-
ing local social in�uence. �us, the following comparisons focus
on SIACC and PMF, ACCMAS, SPF, and Locabal.

�e relative improvements that SIACC achieves relative to four
baselines on three datasets are calculated. Since it is challenging to
recommend items to cold-start users, we take the cold-start users
as an example, as shown in Figure 4. Obviously, SIACC performs
be�er than ACCAMS, which demonstrates that social relations
bene�t the additive co-clustering process. SIACC is superior to
the existing social recommendation methods (Locabal and SPF),
which means that integrating global and local social in�uence into
additive co-clustering framework ismore useful than into thematrix
factorization model to approximate the rating matrix.

(a) RMSE (b) MAE

Figure 4: �e relative improvements of SIACC vs. four base-
lines on could-start users in three datasets in terms of (a)
RMSE and (b) MAE.

Even though the relative improvements are small, small improve-
ments can lead to signi�cant di�erences of recommendations in
practice [11]. �us, we assess the statistical signi�cance using t-
test. Table 3 lists the p-value between SIACC and four baselines for
MAE on the cold-start users in three datasets. To be excited, the p
values are 0.006 or be�er for all cases. Similarly, p values are 0.01
or be�er for RMSE, thus we can say SIACC signi�cantly improve
the recommendation performance.

Table 3: Statistical signi�cance (p-value) obtained by SIACC
vs. four baselines for MAE on Cold-Start Users.

Datasets vs. PMF vs. Locabal vs. SPF vs. ACCAMS
Ciao 5.54E-07 1.59E-04 2.12E-05 6.42E-03
Epinions 4.06E-09 9.22E-10 4.97E-10 1.66E-04
Douban 2.56E-11 2.99E-08 1.29E-04 4.93E-03

Table 4: Comparisons of SIACC vs. Locabal on three datasets
in terms of running time (seconds).

Ciao Epinions Douban
Locabal 302.37 871.32 1592.91
SIACC 113.37 219.52 932.60

Finally, we evaluate the e�ciency of SIACC by comparing it
with Locabal, because these two methods consider both global and
local social in�uence. Meanwhile, Locabal is the best social rec-
ommendation method among the baselines. �ese two algorithms
are implemented in C++ at the hots with Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.0GHz
CPU E7-4820 v2 having 64GB memory. �e operating system is
Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Table 4 lists the average running time
of �ve times (for 5-fold corss-validation) on three datasets. Again,
the proposed SIACC is faster than Locabal, and the performance
improvements of SIACC over Locabal are 1.7× or be�er. �is result
demonstrates that additive co-clustering framework is much e�-
cient than low-rank factorization on matrix approximation even
integrating extra information, which is consistent to the result
obtained in [3].

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed a new social in�uence additive co-
clustering method for social recommendation. Both global and
local social relations among users are e�ectively integrated into co-
clustering process to generate user/item clusters and stencils. �is
strategy can iteratively co-cluster the residual between input data
and the corresponding stencil, and then minimize the loss between
rating matrix and the linear combination of stencils. �e unknown
rating values can be e�ectively and e�ciently predicted by linear
combining the stencils. �e experiments on benchmark datasets
have shown that SIACC consistently and signi�cantly outperforms
the popular existing methods.

In this work, we ignore the directional property of social net-
work, however, it plays an important role to identify the social
relations [27]. Meanwhile, only the direct social relations are con-
sidered here, indirect social relations (for the users who are not
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directly connected) [12, 24] have been proved useful for social rec-
ommendation. �us, it is interesting to consider them to extend
SIACC. Furthermore, we could integrate other available informa-
tion such as reviews and item content, like [25], to design more
e�ective and explainable recommender systems. Last but not least,
we plan to design a model to simultaneously clustering users and
items instead of the current two-phase strategy.
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